AVICENNA TAJIK STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
DUSHANBE, TAJIKISTAN

ABOUT TAJIKISTAN
Tajikistan officially the republic of Tajikistan is a mountainous landlocked
country in central Asia. It borders to Uzbekistan to the west Kyrgyzstan to
the north, and china to the east. Chital and Gilgit- Baltistan are separated
from Tajikistan by the narrow wakhan corridor in the south. Most of
Tajikistan ‘s population belongs to the Persian-speaking Tajik ethnic group,
Tajikistan became a constituent republic of the Soviet Union in the 20th
century, known as the tajik Soviet Socialist Republic ( Tajik SSR). Mountains
cover more than 90% of the republic.
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ABOUT CITY “DUSHANBE”
City of Dushanbe is the capital of Tajikistan, This beautiful city is
civilized in par with international developments by preserving the
historical monuments and heritage. Dushanbe is a city which is
directly connected to India and rest of the world via air root, People
from all over the world are now choosing Dushanbe as one of the nice
cities worth visiting.
POPULATION
The capital and largest city of Tajikistan is Dushanbe, with a
population of 750,000 and a population density of 6,000 people per
square kilometre (16,000/sq. mi). This compares to a population
density of 26,000 people per square mile in New York City.
CLIMATE
Tajikistan's climate is continental, subtropical, and semiarid, with
some desert areas. temperatures in that region still drop below
freezing for more than 100 days a year Mid-altitude continental, hot
summers (up to 45 degrees Celsius), cold winters (-15 degrees
Celsius), semi-arid to polar in Pamir Mountains.
CURRENCY - Tajikistani somoni.
1 Tajikistani Somoni equals 7.28 Indian Rupee.

ABOUT UNIVERSITY

Avicenna Tajik State Medical University was founded in the year of 1939
with the name Abu Ali Ibn Sino University as School of Medical Personnel.
In the sixth year of functioning, this university were allocated leading
disciplines like therapy, surgery, obstetrics and gynecology, during the
years 1950-1959 the University has renamed as Avicenna Tajik State
Medical Institute, but still recognized in different part of the world as
(Tajik Abuali Ibn Sino State Medical University) By the beginning of 1989
there were 51 doctors and 326 candidates of sciences working at the
institute, and there were 70 faculties and 10 courses were functioning. In
the year 1992 the Tajik State Medical Institute received the status of Tajik
State Medical University after name of Avicenna.
Till 2009 the ATSMU was training the specialist on six years program in
Medical faculty, In the year 2010 ATSMU started the 5 years complete
MBBS program (with internship) for foreign Medical students.
Avicenna Tajik State Medical University is the largest university of
Medical Sciences in Tajikistan.

RECTOR’S MESSAGE

MAHMADSHOH GULZODA
Welcome to our medical academy, an institution replete with tradition,
values, enthusiasm, quality and international prestige. Our educational
model is student-oriented. Opportunities to learn for yourself and to
participate in a research project are highly recommended .Throughout your
medical training you will witness many very rich opportunities to exchange
opinions and ideas with classmates from different countries, thus increasing
your awareness of cultural diversity and placing you on the correct tract to
treat patients of different cultures.
In our renowned Program of Medicine in the community, opportunities to
increase you clinical skills abound. Your participation in supporting the
underserved population will be enormously appreciated and of immense
benefit to you. You will be one of the foreign students who develop, practice
and master bilingual skills while also developing skills related to humanism,
professionalism and altruism.
The Avicenna Tajik State Medical University works arduously to assure that
at the end of your training you will be a physician with a special profile: a
knowledgeable, dutiful, clinician, communicator, researcher, and long-term
learner for the benefit of community.

CLASS ROOM

SIMULATION LABORATORY & PRACTICAL TRAINING

SIMULATION LABORATORY & PRACTICAL TRAINING

LIBRARY

HOSTEL
• Shared Rooms / Apartments (maximum 2 pax in the room)
• WIFI Available
• Breakfast and dinner (Indian food) included
• Cleaning Service
• Laundry Service
• Indian Food

MESS

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR VISA PROCESS: PASSPORT
 NEET SCORE CARD
 PASSPORT SIZE PHOTO( WITH WHITE BACKGROUND)
 10th CERTIFICATE WITH MARKSHEET

 12th CERTIFICATE WITH MARKSHEET
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